Digital Learning &
Course Management
Modern, Easy to Use Learning
Management System for Your Organization

Reduce IT Overhead
of Online
Course Delivery

Course Management
at Scale,
from Anywhere

Immersive Learning
for Improved Student
Engagement

Unified learning technology, build
on the Microsoft Cloud, reduces
IT overhead. Automatically
create courses on Microsoft’s
Teams framework. Easily share
messages, post notifications, and
join online classes all within a
familiar experience.

Easily build and publish courses
and lessons. Multiple learning
objects that cover reference
materials, quiz, file submission,
and more. Deliver lessons to
10 students, or thousands with
easily scalable and intuitive
Microsoft cloud technology.

Students are guided through
pre-class preparation, class
participation, and post-class
task tracking. Our handy
Teams chatbot, Delphi,
responds to common student
questions about the course or
lessons, anytime, anywhere.

A Future-Proof Learning Management System
Today’s 21st century students are digital natives. To keep up with the times and
technologies, it is imperative your organization remains ahead of the curve. MaivenPoint
understands and curates a smart-campus digital learning experience for students of
today and tomorrow. Curricula is a future-proof solution that evolves with the latest,
collaborative technologies. Leverage Microsoft Teams accessibility & usability to deliver
a seamless and satisfying online learning journey for your organization.

MaivenPoint Curricula for Digital Learning

Curricula that Course Managers Trust:
•

Integration with Microsoft Teams. Course, class,
and lessons will be automatically created in
Microsoft Teams – the collaboration tool of choice
for modern enterprises. Teams facilitates learning,
intercommunication, and sharing among lecturers
and students.

•

Full-featured course management. Manage
enrollment, learning paths, your knowledge
repository, tasks, and marking.

•

Learning objects. Define specific learning objects
required for each course including a sequence of
learning tasks under a pre-set time duration.

•

Question & quiz bank. Create quiz with multiple
types of questions to measure and evaluate the
achievements of your students.

Curricula that Students Love:
•

Learning assistant Delphi. Automatically post
notification in Teams channel before classes start,
and answer common student questions about
courses, lessons, and tasks.

•

Centralized dashboard. Quickly view future,
in-progress, and completed courses, all alongside
associated tasks, with clearly visible due-dates.

•

•

All-in-one calendar. Keep track of your course
schedule with keyword search and one-click
navigation to the lesson you need.
Cover all bases. Access and read all reference
materials before class starts, take notes during
the class, and submit your tasks after class
from Curricula.

Curricula that’s Easy-To-Navigate
for Lecturers:
•

Mark attendance. Track students’ attendance for
each lesson with multiple choices such as present,
absent, partially present, or late.

•

Timeline arrangement. Modify the open or close
time of quiz or other learning objects to fit into
your schedule.

•

Access details. View and check all the lessons or
courses, then release the learning paths to students.

•

File sharing. Staff work-bin provides a secure zone
only for lecturers to share teaching materials.

For a comprehensive
list of new features in
this release, please visit
MaivenPoint website.

Curricula that’s Welcomed by
Administrators:
•

Build on Microsoft Cloud. Leverage Microsoft
collaboration technology to drive consistent user
adoption and seamless learning experience.

•

Cloud technology. Simplified system maintenance
creates a common process for setting up,
managing and provisioning of in-policy services for
end-users (SaaS).

•

Reports provide deep insights. Deliver actionable
data analysis and trend reports to your school
leadership.

•

Account security. Assign users in your tenant to
different roles with escalated level of permissions.

Built to Strengthen Your Learning
EcoSystem
•

Our SaaS solutions are built to scale, and built
to last. Our versatile interoperability stretches
the learning experience within your familiar
environment. MaivenPoint’s digital learning
solutions have been proven in some of the most
advanced Institutes of Higher Learning. We take
care of the tech, so you can focus on the teaching.
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